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PREPARE FOR
A JOURNEY OF MOTIVATION
AND DISCOVERY

Vicens Vives has developed PROJECT

for Primary Education in response to the needs and

challenges facing schools in the 21st century.

To respond to these needs, it is essential that we educate

children to learn autonomously throughout their lives, to be

able to think for themselves and to use their emotional

intelligence to find solutions to the problems they face.

The need for citizens to acquire key competences is

stressed in European Union guidelines, and is a basic

condition for individuals to achieve their full personal, social

and professional potential.

For this reason, the use of active and contextualised

methodologies is fundamental. These methodologies

facilitate both the participation of pupils and the acquisition

and use of knowledge in real life situations.

In this way, PROJECT  integrates a wide

range of active methodologies that enable the learning of

competences in all areas of knowledge.
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ACTIVE LEARNING
METHODOLOGIES
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Thinking routines are structures and strategies for pupils to discover patterns of

behaviour that allow them to generate thoughts and to analyse, reflect on and

reason about their own learning.

How do we apply thinking routines in ?
In the opening pages of each unit, we apply thinking routines through:

Think Do you know? Reflect

This offers an open approach to the subject

so that teachers can initiate a dialogue

in the classroom.

THINKING ROUTINES
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WORKING TOGETHER

Working together to achieve a common goal encourages pupils to share

responsibility for and use dialogue to solve problems.

How do we apply working together in ?
At the end of each unit, we suggest a fun activity to get pupils working

together in the classroom.
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VALUES

Promoting respect, equal rights and gender equality through our content

and activities is essential to dismantling some of the prejudices, stereotypes

and discriminatory attitudes that people have, often without realising it, in their

everyday lives.

How do we develop values in ?
Through an integrative approach to content and images, taking into account

diversity and multiculturalism, and giving more visibility and prominence to

female figures.
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VISUAL THINKING

The development of visual thinking facilitates the understanding of problems

and their solutions.

How do we apply visual thinking in ?
A variety of activities are used in which visual support helps to consolidate

the concepts learnt throughout the units.
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FLIPPED CLASSROOM

The flipped classroom methodology transfers certain learning processes to

outside the classroom. This facilitates and enhances other processes of knowledge

acquisition and practice that can take place within the classroom.

How do we apply the flipped classroom in ?
Throughout the units, some of the contents have the support of a video to allow

teachers to use the methodology of the flipped classroom.

The Teacher's Guide indicates what content is displayed in the teaching videos.

Finally, give pupils a word cloud with the
colour the words they already know in pur
orange.

Video
Clean water

Audiovisual support through which pupils
drinking water. The video begins by poin
is drinking water.

Gym

Individually, pupils put in practise what
the sustainable use of water
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©Editorial Vicens Vives

1

In the first, second and the third years of primary, we offer

hands-on materials to create playful dynamics within the

classroom. These materials consolidate the subject matter

covered in different areas.

In the fourth, fifth and sixth years

of primary, the materials offered

are digital and adapted to the

maturity of pupils.

Using games in the classroom allows pupils to become more involved in

their learning. It encourages their concentration and motivation in the activities

and, in turn, develops positive relationships between pupils.

How do we apply gamification in ?

LEARNING THROUGH PLAY
(GAMIFICATION)
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In the teacher's guide, teachers are

advised when to use Gamification

and Emotionkit during the units.

HAPPINESS
Rel ng my body
Give e ne a high five.

Emotionkit VicensVives

How am I feeling?

Happy!

Where am I feeling happy?

Relaxing my mind
Think of how you can make
someone happy.
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ANGER
Re ng my body
In a ble position, stretchand eflated balloon 20time

Vic

How am I feeling?

Angry!

Relaxing
While moving your ar

arms start to feel tired.
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Vives

Pide un abrazo.

¿Cómo me siento?
¿Dónde lo siento?
Relajo el cuerpo

Relajo la mente

SURPRISE
Relaxing my body
Cover your eyes and count to ten.

How am I feeling?

Where am I feeling

mind
Only think about the numbers and
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FEAR
g my body
if you were smelling

breathe out as if you

out a candle. Repeat

VicensVives

How am I feeling?

Afraid!

Relaxing my mind

Put one hand on your chest and

the other on your stomach and

observe how they move when you

breathe in and out.
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EMOTIONAL LEARNING
(EMOTIONKIT)

A cross-curricular focus on emotions develops pupils' emotional literacy. Pupils

are taught how to control their minds and bodies, with the aim that they learn

about their emotions and how to manage them.

How do we work on emotional learning in ?

In the fourth, fifth and sixth years

of primary, the materials offered

are digital and adapted to the

maturity of pupils.

In the first, second and third years

of primary, we offer hands-on

materials to learn about emotions

in the classroom.

Emotionkit VicensVives

SADNESS
Relaxing my body
Ask for a hug.
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How am I feeling?

Sad

Where am I feeling sad?

Relaxing my mind
Remember that there is always
someone at your side.
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LEARNING APROACH
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The learning approach of the books in all subject areas favours the

development of competences and multiple intelligences.

They are indicated with the following symbols:

BOOKS

The STEAM approach is applied in . It is an acronym
for science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics.
This approach guarantees the development of cross-curricular
knowledge, in which the content of each one of these subjects
is not studied in isolation, but in an interdisciplinary way to
guarantee contextualised and meaningful learning.

All of the topics covered aim to put the blocks of curricular content into context

in each of the subject areas. They also aim to encourage the aquisition of:

- positive values.

- active citizenship.

- gender equality.

Key competences

Mathematics,
science and
technology

1 32
4

Cultural
awareness and

expression

Sense of initiative
and enterprising

spirit

Linguistic
communication

Social
and civic

Digital

Multiple intelligences

Logical -
mathematical

Naturalistic MusicalVerbal -
linguistic

Bodily -
kinaesthetic

Intrapersonal InterpersonalVisual -
spatial

Learning
to learn
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The activities are classified according to the cognitive processes

required:

Understand: pupils acquire knowledge from

what they study.

Apply: pupils relate the content learnt to their

previous knowledge and their environment.

They work in context.

Reason: pupils reflect, explain and reason.

At the end of each unit is a Language skills page for students to

develop their use of English and to support their speaking and

writing in relation to the content of the unit.
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For each content area, there are activity books that address

the specific needs of each subject.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

SOCIAL SCIENCE
• Welcome activities

Knowledge activation booklet that includes
activities to help review pupil's previous
knowledge of the topic in question.
Only for the first year of primary education.

• Let's get to work!
Activity book that presents six simple and fun
experiments, which introduce pupils to the
main strategies of the scientific method. For
the first and second years of primary.

• Activity books
From the third to sixth years of primary.

NATURAL SCIENCE

• Welcome activities
Knowledge activation booklet that includes
activities to help review pupil's previous
knowledge of the topic in question.
Only for the first year of primary education.

• Hands on science
Activity book that presents six simple and fun
experiments, which introduce pupils to the
main strategies of the scientific method. For
the first and second years of primary.

• Activity books
From the third to sixth years of primary.
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MEDIA LIBRARY
Audiovisual content to work on in
class or at home.

AUDIO
Audio activities help develop
pupils' listening skills.

WEB DETECTIVES
Online search activities to find out
more about the topic.

web

detectives

LET´S USE ICT!
(ONLY FOR THE FIRST AND SECOND YEARS OF PRIMARY)

Activities to help pupils develop
information handling and digital
competence in each subject.

LET'S

ICT!
USE

GYM
Access to online activities to work
the brain.

click!

click!

TICHING
Links to relevant websites to
broaden pupils' knowledge.

21

DIGITAL MATERIAL
DIGITAL BOOK

All the books in a digital format.
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A set of materials designed to facilitate the development

of emotional literacy. It consists of eleven posters

accompanied by activities to practise in the classroom.

These materials offer pupils the tools to:

- learn to recognise emotions,

- reflect on how and when they feel them,

- be able to compare them,

- analyse how others feel,

- acquire skills to successfully deal with various
social-emotional situations.

CROSS-CURRICULAR MATERIALS
EMOTIONKIT

HAPPINESS
Relaxing my body
Give everyone a high five.

Emotionkit nsVives

How am I feeling?

Happy!

Where am I feeling happy?

ind
Think of how you e
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ANGER
Relaxing my body
In a comfortable position, stretchand relax a deflated balloon 20times.

Emo it

VicensVives

How am I feeling?

Angry!Where am I feeling angry?

Relaxing my mind
While moving your arms, counthow many seconds pass until yourarms start to feel tired.
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Emotionkit

VicensVives

Pide un abrazo.

¿Cómo me siento?
¿Dónde lo siento?
Relajo el cuerpo

Relajo la mente

SURPRISE
Relaxing my body
Cover your eyes and count to ten.

How am I feeling?
Surprised!Where am I feeling surprise?

g my mind
t two or three

ary.
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1, 2, 3..

FEAR
Relaxing my body

Breathe in as if you were smelling

a flower and breathe out as if you

were blowing out a candle. Repeat

10 times.

How am I feeling?

Afraid!

Where am I feeling afraid?

Relaxing my mind
our chest and
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Emotionkit VicensVives

SADNESS
Relaxing my body
Ask for a hug.
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How am I feeling?

Sad

Where am I feeling sad?

Relaxing my mind
Remember that there is always
someone at your side.
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Gamification materials containing a variety of hands-on

activities have been developed for each subject area.

Each game has the pedagogical aim of reinforcing and

expanding pupils' knowledge of different blocks of contents

for each subject area.

Learning through play helps develop:

- healthy competition,

- personal commitment,

- the feeling of autonomy,

- the improvement of social skills
and emotional control.

MATERIALES TRANSVERSALES
GAMIFICATION

©Editorial Vicens Vives

1

©Editorial Vicens Vives

1
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MATERIALS FOR TEACHERS
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All the resources have been adapted for a Digital Whiteboard

and are accessible offline. You can:

DIGITAL RESOURCES

CLASSROOM POSTERS

FLASHCARDS

For the third, fourth, fifth and sixth years of Primary, these materials are digital.

Posters that support the learning aims for some

of the most significant content areas of:

• Natural Science

• Social Science

These consist of bright and colourful pictorial cards with the corresponding word written

at the bottom. They are a great way to present, practise and recycle vocabulary and have

an impact on visual learning.

• Natural Science

• Social Science

• project any section of the book

• play multimedia content

• solve interactive activities

• access teacher's resources

1  Abecedario

2 Sílabas Trabadas

3 El árbol de la lectura

4 Escribimos dibujando

5 ¿Cuándo escribimos m

PROJECT

SOCIAL SC
IENCE

CLASSROOM POSTERS

PR
I M A R Y

E D U C A T I O

N2

P R I M A RY

U C A T I O N

3

PROJECT

CARDS

P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

3

PR ECT

CIENCE

SHCARDS

9 788468 267593
8 4

P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

PROJECT

2
CARDS

P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

1

PROJECT

SOCIAL SCIENCE

FLASHCARDS

ISBN: 978-84-682-5752-5

9 788468 257525
1 3 5 3 8

1 A day in my life

2 The seasons

3 How to save water

4 Let’s recycle!

PROJECT

SOCIAL SCIENCE

CLASSROOM POSTERS
P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N1

C101803

e ra

o

ayúscula?

PROJECT

NATURAL SCIENCE

STERS
P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

2
PROJECT

NATURAL SCIENCE

CLASSROOM POSTERS
P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N1

C101805

1 Sense and sensory organs

2 Animals classified by what
they eat

3 Animals classified by how
they are born

4 Plants

P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

2

PROJECT

CARDS

P R I M A RY

E D U C A T I O N

1

PROJECT

NATURAL SCIENCE

FLASHCARDS

ISBN: 978-84-682-5754-9

9 788468 257549
1 3 5 4 0
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© Editorial Vicens Vives

with the answer the whole team has agreed on. They should not give individual

answers.
The questions should be about the concepts studied throughout the unit.

Teams are awarded a point for each correct answer. The game continues until

all the questions are done.

Extension activities in the classroom
Concept map. Draw a concept map of the unit on the board by using the

model found at the beginning of the unit. Help pupils to copy and complete it in

their workbook.
Homemade water filtration system. Begin the activity by explaining that in

many countries, there is no drinking water nor water purification plants or

sewage treatment plants to clean the water. Some countries like Indonesia,

Cambodia, India, Somalia and Haiti have the worst rates of non-drinking water

in the world.
To do this activity, pupils watch the Make a Mini Water Filter video. After

watching, tell them to draw and colour in the water filter in a blank sheet and

write the name of each component: sand, gravel, rocks, coffee filter, water

bottle, scissors, etc.

Evaluation indicators• Practise vocabulary related to the

water cycle, the properties and

characteristics of water, the

physical states of water and the

types of water suitable for living

things and human consumption.
• Show autonomy in the execution

of tasks and initiative in decision

making.
• Adopt a critical and responsible

attitude towards environmental

pollution.

Cognitive processesThis section focuses on the

evaluation process of the contents

learned by the pupils. They will

become aware of the concepts they

have studied throughout the unit and

will see their individual progress.
Pupils will be responsible for their

work and develop self-regulation

skills. They will summarise all the

information from the unit to complete

the final activities.Finally, the thinking strategies will

guide pupils’ self-evaluation. They

will learn to value and reflect on their

individual learning processes.

Previous knowledgeDivide the class into teams of 5.

Number the members of each team

from 1 to 5.
Begin with a round of questions.

Pupils discuss the answer to each

question as a team. Once they have

decided the correct answer, say a

number. The pupil with that number

gets up and answers the question

Didactic Materials

© Editorial Vicens Vives
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Useful links
http://www.tiching.com/769441Video showing the steps to make a

small water filter made up of simple,

inexpensive components.
Answer Key

Now I know�
1 Pupils complete the sentences

using the words in coloured boxes
2 Pupils tick the correct statements.

3 Pupils write four things that make

water dirty. Sample answer:
1. plastic / 2. sewage /3. oil / 4. toxic

chemicals
4 Pupils write the relevant state of

water under each picture.5 Pupils tick the box on the picture

of polluted water.6 Pupils match the activity with the

type of water we use in that

situation.

Attention to diversityPupils with learning difficulties• For activity 1, give pupils a word cloud with the words they need to use to fill

in the gaps. They read the words and choose the correct one for each gap.

Read the text aloud to pupils who have difficulty reading.

• To do activity 3, give pupils some pictures of products that pollute water and

pictures of products that do not. They choose the ones that pollute water

and write them in the corresponding box.

Fast finishers
• With the help of an adult, pupils find information about water scarcity on the

African continent and try to imagine what life is like in those places. Next,

open a debate by asking pupils the following questions:

− Do we drink water every day? Do you think we could live without water?

− Is it possible to maintain good hygiene without water? Why?

− What happens to farmland when there is a drought?

− Why is water so important for living things?

1-2 © Editorial Vicens Vives

Ask pupils to listen carefully and play TRACK 03 (Class CD). They point to the
corresponding items in the picture and answer the questions.

Focus pupils’ attention on the Useful language box. Ask them to listen carefully
and play TRACK 04. Pause after each sentence and have them repeat it. Check
their vocabulary and pronunciation. Then, have them work in pairs, saying
each sentence but replacing the words in parentheses with their own ideas.

Do you know? Divide the class into pairs and tell them to answer the
questions from the Do you know? section. Encourage pupils to reflect on what
they know and what they don’t know. Monitor and analyse their answers.

Reflect. Have the pupils stay in their same pairs. Each pair then joins another
one in order to make groups of four. Tell them to answer the questions from
the Reflect section together, taking turns to speak. Then, have each group
choose one person to summarise what has been said for the rest of the class.

Teaching guide
Motivational activity
Ask pupils to look at the picture and find something that does not belong in the
landscape. They should find the alien with two heads behind the bridge. They
circle it with a pencil. Next, tell pupils to read the text A day trip in pairs. Give
each pair a magnetic board with a dry erase marker. They discuss what
reservoirs are built for and write down their ideas. Have them share their
description of how reservoirs are used with the rest of the group.

Evaluation indicators

• Observe and identify environmental
resources.

• Understand the importance of
water in our daily life.

• Identify reservoirs as man-made
structures that are essential to our
daily supply of drinking water.

• Recognise the importance of
protecting the environment and
conserving water.

Previous knowledge

Have pupils look individually at the
illustration from these pages for 1
minute.

Then, tell them to form groups of
three to answer several questions.

These questions focus on
contextualising the unit’s contents and
activating pupils’ previous knowledge:

– What type of landscape can you
see, a natural or a man-made one?

– Name some natural and some
man-made features that you can
see in the illustration.

– What are the pupils visiting?

– What do you think the teacher is
telling them about?

– When you go on a trip, what do
you always take with you?

– How are the people in the
illustration using water?

Thinking strategies
Listen and answer. Listen and point:
The transcript of TRACK 03 is:

Point to the sailing boat.
Point to the girl with the pink
backpack.
Point to the cows.

Didactic Materials
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Visual materials. Poster: RELAXA-
TION

Suggested activities. See the activi-
ties suggested in the corresponding
teaching guide. The objective is for
pupils to:

� Practise a muscle relaxation
technique that can counteract the
effects of an intense emotion.

� Repeat a previously practised
relaxation technique and
understand that it can be used in
situations that require inner
balance and calm.

� Learn the steps for another
practical relaxation technique that
pupils can use when they have
trouble falling asleep.

Chant

Listen to the chant. Say it all together.
Draw a picture using the information
from the chant on page 126.

Answer key

A day trip

• Pupils listen to and read the text.

Listen and answer

• Sample answer: We can find water
in rivers and seas and also under
the ground and in clouds.

• Sample answer: The water in
reservoirs comes from rivers and
rain.

Do you know?

• Sample answer: The water
evaporates.

• Sample answer: No, you can�t. It
isn�t safe.

Reflect

• Pupils say whether or not they use
water responsibly.

• Sample answer: We can stop
throwing rubbish in rivers.

Attention to diversity
Listen to pupils� answers for Listen and answer, Do you know? and Reflect
sections by closely monitoring each group and pair. Read the text aloud to the
pupils who need it. Fast finishers can get up and help their classmates.

Concept map
The contents of the unit are represented schematically in the diagram below. It can
be used as a model for pupils to make their own at the end of the unit.

WATER
PURIFICATION

PLANTS

SEWAGE
TREATMENT

PLANTS

WATER

PROPERTIES
OF WATER

FRESH WATER
SALT WATER

RIVERS
PARTS OF
A RIVER

STATES
OF

WATER

THE WATER
CYCLE

DRINKING
WATER

NON-DRINKING
WATER

Emotionkit: Relaxation

Objective. Explore and recognise basic emotions in oneself.

1-14 © Editorial

up with their palms together, creating the shape of a drop of water.

– They talk about how the water cycle and its phases are produced. Then,
they distribute the phases among the four members of the team. Each
member will have to explain one of the phases.

Pupils explaining the first phase go to a different team and give the description
of that phase. Repeat the same with the other phases until everyone has
explained their part to different teams.

In the first part of the exercise, they activate their acquired knowledge about
the water cycle. In the second part, they develop communication skills, which
will also help them to internalise what they have learned by explaining it.

Extension activities in the classroom

Moulding. Using plasticine, pupils create natural and man-made elements
related to water. You can also give them some cards with pictures of these
elements, so they can copy them. For example: fish, bridge, plants, river,
ships, sailing boat, glass, vase, coral, etc.

Climate change: STOP! Begin by explaining that due to the
greenhouse gases being expelled into the atmosphere, the temper
planet is rising, causing the polar ice caps to melt and incr
occurrence of hurricanes and cyclones.

Evaluation indicators

• Carry out simple experiments in a
guided manner.

• Follow instructions to create a final
product.

• Associate the action of solar rays
to the changes in temperature
necessary for the processes of
evaporation and condensation to
take place.

• Use strategies and a positive
attitude to complete tasks
individually and in groups.

Cognitive processes

In this section, pupils will become
aware of how changes in water
temperature affect the weather.

Pupils will work with cognitive
processes related to the area of
mathematics and logic. They will
decide and calculate the amount of
water that must be put in the bag, so
that it is not too heavy and water
evaporates easily. They will measure
the force with which they must tap
the area where the water has
condensed to create rain.

They will associate previously
acquired knowledge and concepts
with the content of this unit to verbally
explain the physical processes
observed in the experiment.

Previous knowledge

Put pupils in groups of four and give
each group a set of images of the
different phases of the water cycle.

– Each team has 2 minutes to put
the images in order. When they
have finished, they put their hands

Didactic Materials

• You can positively reinforce the
idea of helping other members of
the group if pupils see a classmate
who needs help, especially in
steps 2 and 5.

Fast finishers

• With the help of an adult, ask
pupils to use the website
Newsela.com to look for articles
about climate change. Tell them to
choose articles of the 600L level.

The website is free, but requires
previous registration.

Useful links
http://www.tiching.com/769431

Water droplet’s adventure

An educational cartoon about the life
of a droplet in the water cycle.

Vocabulary: sunshine, brighter,
disappearing, floating, vapour, heat,
lake, chilly, cloud, huge, exciting,
droplets, newcomer, fog, fall down,
rain, jump, earth, flowers, grass,
trees, groundwater, spring, surface.

Answer Key
Let�s get to work!

Pupils follow the instructions to make
rain in a bag.

In many regions of Spain, due to climate change, there are long periods of
drought, so the authorities in these places must cut the water supply for
several hours a day.

Put pupils in pairs and have them do the following:

– They talk about the daily activities they could not do if they had no water
during the day.

– Tell them to think about how they could save water to avoid a long period of
drought.

Then, put them in groups of 4 to explain their ideas to save water. Ask them to
write and illustrate their ideas. To conclude, each group presents their ideas to
the rest of the class.

Attention to diversity
Pupils with learning difficulties

• To do the craft project, write out the instructions on separate cards with the
numbers from 1-5.

Unit 1
The never-ending cycle

ACTIVE LEARNING METHODOLOGIESMethodology Material
Activity

Development Teaching guide

Flipped classroom Video The water cycle
Book: p. 10 Guide: p. 10

Gamification
Gamification Stories about water

Guide: p. 13 Gamification,Teaching guide
Learning based onthinking strategies Book

Thinking strategies:Listen and answer � Do youknow? � Reflect Book: p. 3
Guide: p. 2Metacognitive processes:Now I know� Book: pp. 18-19 Guide: p. 18-19

Learning based onexperimenting orresearch
Let’s get
 to work!

Experience 1,The water cycle in a bottle Guide: p. 11 Let’s get to work,Teaching guide

Project-based
learning (PBL) Interdisciplinary project

Throughout theterm Project,
Teaching guide

Learning by doing Book Let’s get to work!,Make rain in a bag Book: p. 14 Guide: pp. 14-15
Cooperative
learning Book

Introductory double page Book: pp. 2-3 Guide: p. 2-3Let’s play together!,A play
Book: p. 16 Guide: pp. 16-17

Emotional learning Emotionkit Relaxation
Guide: p. 3 Emotionkit,Teaching guideUse of ICT

Book
Gym

Book: pp. 7, 11, 13 Guide: pp. 6, 10, 12Let’s use ICT
Book: p. 9
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TEACHER'S GUIDES

EVALUATION
Tools for monitoring and evaluating pupils:

• Evaluation at the beginning of the

academic year

• Initial evaluation by subject area

• Final evaluation by subject area

• Evaluation at the end of the academic

year

CURRICULAR MATERIAL
Didactic programming with the development of:

• contents and evaluation criteria

• standards of learning and key competences

• descriptors

Support guides for teachers with instructions for working

with different materials. These guides cover:

• answer keys

• evaluation indicators

• previous knowledge

• teaching guidelines

• attention to diversity

• reinforcement and extension activities

(downloadable)
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MATERIALS FOR PUPILS
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1st Year
• Textbook

+ Welcome Activities

• Digital book

• Let's get to work!
Experiment booklet

2nd Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Let's get to work!
Experiment booklet

3rd Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

PROJECT

SOCIAL SCIENCE

03-SocialScience-Zoom-2019_ING.indd 30 3/6/19 15:18
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4th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

5th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

6th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

MATERIALS FOR PUPILS

SOCIAL SCIENCE

BASIC

IN
CL

UD
ES DIGITAL BO

O
K
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1st Year
• Textbook

+ Welcome Activities

• Digital book

• Hands on science.
Experiment booklet

2nd Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Hands on science.
Experiment booklet

3rd Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

PROJECT

NATURAL SCIENCE

32
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4th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

5th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

6th Year
• Textbook

• Digital book

• Activity book

MATERIALS FOR PUPILS

NATURAL SCIENCE
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BASIC

IN
CL
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ES DIGITAL BO

O
K
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PROJECT

ARTS AND CRAFTS

1st Year
• Textbook

2nd Year
• Textbook

3rd Year
• Textbook

4th Year
• Textbook

5th Year
• Textbook

6th Year
• Textbook
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MATERIALS FOR PUPILS

ARTS AND CRAFTS
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to suit your needs
Educational robotics

Vicens Vives Robotics offers you the choice of
several options for working with robots in the
classroom.

Educational robotics helps pupils to work in a
dynamic and collaborative way from the earliest
stages.

Working with robots in the classroom:

encourages creativity.

develops learning in a fun way.

enables an understanding of the language of
programming.

promotes research and experimentation.

involves pupils in their own learning.

activates the skills of problem solving, logical
reasoning, analysis and critical thinking.

encourages collaborative work.

The most complete and versatile way to
introduce robotics into the classroom

Easy to use and aimed at children who
cannot read yet but want to learn how
to program a robot.

DOC

The perfect tool for learning
arithmetic and geometry in a fun
and easy way.

Mind Designer

This consists of cards, for pupils to create
their programming commands, and
software that sets tasks and scans the
proposed solutions for Scottie and the
other characters to follow.

Teachers can also use Scottie Go! Magnetic
Tiles, a set of 47 large magnetic tiles to work
on programming with the whole class.

Scottie Go!

Scottie Go! Magnetic Tiles

From 3 to 7
years old

From 6 to 12
years old

Since 6
years old
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PREPARE FOR

A JOURNEY OF MOTIVATION

AND DISCOVERY

PROJECT

PRIMARY EDUCATION

C1
01
98
0

Go to:

www.zoomprimaria.com
or contact your Vicens Vives

representative for more information.
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